Nuventive COVID-19 Response Hub

Achieve, Improve, and Adapt
in a COVID-19 World
Get up and running in days
with adaptive strategies,
tied to effective execution,
to solve your critical
challenges.

The time for adaptive, iterative planning is now.
As your institution scrambles to deal with the unfolding COVID-19 crisis, this
isn’t the time for protracted planning processes or waiting to stand up a new
data warehouse. This is the time for action. To deal with the new reality, you need
nimble, adaptive strategies, informed by available information, and tightly tied to
effective execution.

Nuventive is here to help.
Adaptive strategies + effective execution = progress
The Nuventive COVID-19 Response Hub is a cloud-based improvement and transformation solution.
It allows your institution to drive progress across their critical COVID-19 initiatives, including scenario
planning.
With the Nuventive COVID-19 Response Hub, you can:
+ See your progress on execution at a glance at any time, so you can adapt strategies easily as
conditions change.

To help you see your progress
and adapt as you go, your plan
for managing the crisis can be
set up in a cloud environment
and tied to key information
sources in a week—or less.

+ Inform problem-solving through the best use of available internal and external information
sources, such as any existing business intelligence (BI) system, external web pages, documents,
news articles, and more—within days.
+ Make information easily accessible by anyone in the institution, organized by purpose.
+ Capture plans and easily share everyone’s thinking, informed by the best information available now.
+ Stay focused on managing the crisis at hand, since the Nuventive team will manage set-up and
maintenance of the solution.

Nuventive puts relevant
information next to your plan—
in the same screen—so you
can drill down to understand
your progress with live or
snapshot-in-time information.
Because your people can
solve problems with the best
information available in the
moment, your critical initiatives
have their best chance to
deliver progress.

Nuventive COVID-19 Response Hub

Make the most of your existing technology investments
Nuventive unites information from leading technologies in an actionable way. The Nuventive
COVID-19 Response Hub is built and hosted on Microsoft® Azure for speed and security. It’s
designed to connect with your BI and reporting systems, as well as third-party data sources. We’re
also working with Microsoft® to tie Nuventive’s capabilities to Microsoft® Teams, Microsoft® Planner,
and Microsoft® Project, to make your existing collaborative and planning infrastructure even more
effective.

The Nuventive COVID-19
Response Hub integrates
critical information for your
initiatives from any data source
and instantly gives your team
insights on progress.

What will you receive?
+

Quick-start Nuventive solution prepopulated with a framework to bring your COVID-19 plan
to life, giving immediate, broad visibility to progress and needs for course correction. In
days, Nuventive ties your plan to the best available information in your existing business
intelligence/reporting systems and external sources. Special pricing makes it easier to take
advantage of this offer, which can be expanded over time.

+

Survey for your faculty and staff on their welfare in the face of COVID-19, provided by UC
San Diego’s Tritonlytics team, with results linked as appropriate to your plan in Nuventive.

Pre-populated framework
brings your COVID-19 plan to
life in a matter of days, giving
immediate, broad visibility
to progress and needs for
course correction. Customers
can also use any framework
they’ve already developed
internally or with consulting
partners.

Get started today.
Contact Nuventive’s higher education rapid response support team at LearnMore@Nuventive.com
today to see how to set up adaptive planning at your institution. This is the time for action.

www.nuventive.com

learnmore@nuventive.com

1.412.847.0280

Nuventive enables higher education institutions to turn their plans into progress through the better use of information. Its cloud-based platform-as-a-service brings business process and information
together to support any improvement initiative, including overall strategy, accreditation, graduation rates, retention, learning outcomes, general education, housing, sustainability, administrative outcomes,
program review, and diversity.
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